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This invention relates to applicators for liquid and pasty 
materials, its object being to provide a construction, of 
the kind wherein the material is fed to a set of bristles, 
resulting in improved control of the feed of the material. 

According to the invention, an applicator for liquid and 
pasty materials comprises a bristle mount, a set of bristles 
carried by the mount and disposed such that they are 
spaced at their supported ends and meet or overlap at 
or near their free ends thereby to de?ne with the mount 
an enclosure for the reception of material to be applied 
to the bristles, and passage means in or on the mount for 
the feeding of material to said enclosure. Liquid or 
‘pasty material fed to said enclosure tends to be retained 
therein, and in the bristles, until such time as the appli 
cator is used to brush the material onto or into a surface 
to receive it. 
The passage means may comprise one or a number of 

passages positioned in or on the mount to direct a stream 
or streams of the material onto the bristles internally of 
the enclosure and at or near the free ends of the bristles. 
The bristles may be arranged in an elongated loop, 

for example as bundles disposed at intervals in an elon 
gated loop which may be an oval or ellipse or rectangular 
pattern. The bristles, or bundles of bristles, could be 
arranged with their bases on the opposed longer sides and 
inwardly inclined such that the tips interlock, whereby an 
enclosure of approximately triangular cross-section is 
formed. 

Delivery passages for the material are preferably ar 
ranged centrally and symmetrically between the bristle 
bases. 

Preferably each delivery passage is positioned in rela 
tion to a bundle ‘of bristles to direct the material directly 
onto the bundle. 
Where the bundles of bristles are arranged along two 

sides of an elongated rectangle the relatively narrow ends 
of the enclosure may be wholly or partly closed off by 
other bundles of bristles. 

In a ?rst construction, the mount has a recess opening 
into the enclosure, the delivery passage means passing 
through the mount to the base of the recess, which may 
serve as a reservoir for collecting any drops of material 
remaining on the bristles after use and draining down if 
the applicator is left upright. Such recess may be an 
elongated trough of rectangular cross-section. 
The upper wall of the mount, having the delivery pas 

sages is preferably of a minimum thickness thereby to 
avoid blocking by dried deposits. Advantageously the 
passages are tapered outwardly to facilitate clearance. 

In a second construction, the delivery passage means 
are formed close to the free ends of the bristles where such 
bristles meet or overlap, i.e. that part which tends to per 
form most of the spreading action, whereby material 
emerging from the feed passage means is presented sub 
stantially immediately onto the bristles. The transfer of 
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material to the bristles in an even manner is thereby facili- . 
tated. The mount may carry a distributor protruding 
into the enclosure formed by the bristles, said distributor 
being formed at its end remote from the mount with pas 
sages for feeding the material. To permit the feed pas 
sages to be placed very close to where the bristles meet 
or overlap the distributor may be tapered at that end. 
The distributor may be a single element with one or 

more holes, or two or a series of pipes. In a preferred 
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form, the distributor is a hollow elongated stem the top 
end wall of which has feed passages, which may corre 
spond with the bunches of bristles. 

Such top portions may be engaged with a bulk supply 
device, ‘a resiliently compressible bottle, a pressure-fed 
bottle, or an “aerosol” container. The mount may be 
formed as a threaded cap for engagement onto the neck 
of a bulk-supply device, and may have a skirt depending 
internally adjacent the threading to abut internally against 
the neck of said device so as to seal the threading against 
entry of the material. 
Two embodiments in accordance with the invention are 

hereinafter particularly described with reference to the 
accompanying drawing, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a side elevation, partly in section, of a ?rst 
embodiment suitable for use with liquids in the treatment 
of the hair, e.g. tinting, colouring, and permanent waving 
solutions. 
FIG. 2 is a plan view, with bristles omitted to show a 

detail of feed passages. 
FIG. 3 is a corresponding partial side elevation, viewed 

in a direction at right angles to that of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a partial side elevation, partially in section, 

of a second embodiment. 
FIG. 5 is a partial plan view of the second embodi 

ment, with bristles omitted to show a detail of feed pas 
sages. 

In FIGS. 1 to 3, the assembly consists of a resiliently 
compressible “squeeze” bottle 1 formed at its neck with 
an external thread 2 to receive an internally threaded top 
portion 3. Within the top portion, at its lower part, 
there is formed integrally a depending skirt 4 which abuts 
against the interior of the bottle 1 and prevents access 
of the material to the threading. It may also facilitate 
even ?ow of material to the passages. At the upper part 
of the top 3 it is formed with an upstanding central boss 
5 of elongated shape. The boss has a series of sockets 
6 in which are secured, in any convenient manner, bundles 
7 of bristles. The sockets 6 are arranged generally in 
two parallel lines, with one at each end to de?ne an 
enclosure, and the bundles 7 of bristles are inclined in 
wardly to meet and interlock at their free end ‘as seen in 
FIG. 1. Centrally within the enclosure the boss 5 carries 
an upwardly projecting hollow stem 8 the upper end of 
which is tapered off at both sides permitting ‘it to lie be 
tween and closely adjacent to the bristle ends. The nar 
rowed top wall 9 has a row of passages 10 corresponding 
to the bundles at one side. The stem 8 is preferably made 
as a push-?t insert into the boss 5 so that various stems 8 
having different size, spacing and number of passages 10 
may be inserted according to the nature of the material. 
The bottle 1 may conveniently be moulded in a trans— 

parent or translucent plastic material and may have a 
liquid-volume scale 11. 

In FIGS. 4 and 5, the assembly comprises a squeeze 
bottle 12 threaded at its neck to receive an internally 
threaded top 13 with a central boss 14 having a row of 
sockets 15 for bristles [16 inserted in similar manner. The 
stem 8 of FIGS. 1 to 3 is omitted, and the boss 14 is in 
stead provided with a trough '17. A series of passages 
18 are formed between the interior of the top 13 and the 
base of the trough 17. The number and positioning of 
passages 18 corresponds to the bundles of bristles along 
one side of the boss 14. The upper wall of the boss 14 
is preferably made very thin and the internal surface of 
the boss, at 19, is curved to lead the material readily 
towards the passages 18. 
The size of the passages 18 may be varied in accord 

ance with the viscosity of the material. A number of in 
terchangeable tops 13, with passages and bristles of dif 
ferent nature, could be utilized with a squeeze bottle 12. 
The moulded top portions, in both embodiments, would 
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preferably be rigid so as to give adequate support to the 
bristle bundles. ' t 

For brushing liquids into and through the hair, the 
bristles are preferably made relatively stiff so as to readily 
separate the strands of hair and pass between them. 
Where it is desired only to spread a, liquid externally on 
the hair (or other surface) the bristles may be made 
softer. 
Such an applicator provides an accurate control of the 

liquid applied, because it passes ?rstly to the bristles and 
thereafter is dispensed onto a surface to be treated, in 
stead of being passed directly‘onto the surface and there, 
after merely spread about by the bristles. When the 
applicator is used in conjunction with a squeeze bottle, 
the liquid is fed directly to the bristles and the ?ow re 
quired is readily judged both by the feel of the brushing 
action, and by sight. 
Such applicators are ‘not restricted to hair-dressing but 

can be used in other circumstances, eg, for paints. They 
are particularly effective where the liquid tends to dry 
out and set hard when exposed to the air, because the 
bottle is substantially sealed and very little loss of solvent 
will occur by vaporization through the very small pas 
sages 10, 18. 

I claim: 
1. A device for applying thin liquids, such as colouring 

liquids, to the hair, of the kind comprising a bristle mount 
for a resilient container, a set ‘of bristles projecting from 
the mount, and passage means in the mount for feeding 
the liquids to the bristles, characterized in that: 

(a) the bristles are relatively sti? and are ‘arranged in 
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bundles forming a narrow, elongated, closed loop 
the sides of which are straight and parallel, the bun 
dles of bristles forming ‘one side being oifset relative 
to the bundles of bristles forming the other side and 
all of the bundles of bristles including the bristles 
forming the end portions of the closed loop being set 
at an inclination in the mount such that the tips of 
the bristles converge, meet, and interengage to form 
a continuous linear bristle edge; 

(b) a hollow distributor is carried on the mount, is 
tapered at an end remote from the mount and is po 
sitioned so as to extend into and along the length 
of the enclosure formed by the bristles, the distribu 
tor having a plurality of apertures arranged in a line 
at the end which extends into the enclosure for feed 
ing of the thin liquid directly to the point adjacent 
to the tips of the bristles in several streams. 

2. A device for applying thin liquids, such as colour 
ing liquids, to the hair, as claimed in claim 1, further char 
acterized in that the apertures of the distributor are posi 
tioned directly opposite to the bristles of one of the rows. 
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